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Minutes of
Green & Sea Point Bowling Club
10th October 1906
Minute book kindly supplied by
Basil Novitzkos
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It has been suggested that the travelling costs should be shared by team members.
It is up to individual teams to decide whether or not to use the calculations below
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Yes, we do speak South African - it's a language on its own!

Lekker by die See!
My chommies and I scored a jol at the larney’s beach possie for mahala. We were so
amped cause we smaak that place, and people pay big bucks to stay there. It’s yonks
since we went away. My sis packed us some lekker samies nogal for padkos but, ag no
man, my boet is such a moegoe. He was so busy saying cheers to the toppies and the laaitie that he forgot to pack the cooler box in the combi. It made me mal because we had to
kak-an-betaal for chow. In the arvie we put on our cozies and slip slops one time and went
to check out the surf. The guys went for a goof and the chicks decided to catch a tan. My
boet was picking-up-stompies and he got dikbek when he heard us tjooning about how dof
he was. He was sommer in a dwaal and saw his gat on the rocks. We got a skrik cause he
hit his pip quite bad. Shame, it was eina but afterwards he was hundreds. Eish, some digs
mates then rocked up and we had a dop and some chips and gooied some wors and chops
on the braai. Jislaaikit! I had a babalas and felt swak in the morning hey. The other okes
were still dossing so I went on my ace for a jog. It was such a schlep to pack up and waai
but I was so stoked cause we had such a lank jol.

Click on the link below
.https://www.facebook.com/LADbible/
videos/2272483336321957/?t=66
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"I MISS BILL"

(contributed by Dick Russell)

It doesn't matter what party you belong to this is good natured political humor from a Canadian TV show, where a
black comedian said he misses Bill Clinton....
"Yep, that's right - I miss Bill Clinton!"
He was the closest thing we ever got to having a real black
man as President.

He plays the saxophone.
He smoked weed.
He had his way with ugly white women.
Even now? Look at him .... his wife works, and he doesn't!
And, he gets a check from the government every month.
Manufacturers announced today that they will be stocking
America's shelves this week with "Clinton Soup," in honor
of one of the nations' distinguished men. It consists primarily of a weenie in hot water.
Chrysler Corporation is adding a new car to its line to honor Bill Clinton The Dodge Drafter will be built in Canada.
When asked what he thought about foreign affairs, Clinton
replied, "I don't know, I never had one."
The Clinton revised judicial oath:
"I solemnly swear to tell the truth as I know it, the whole
truth as I believe it to be, and nothing but what I think you
need to know."
Clinton will be recorded in history as the only President to
have sex in the Oval Office between the Bushes.
It's just been announced by Dell that a new computer will
be introduced to the market in the near future. It's the Bill
Clinton model featuring a 6 inch hard-drive and no memory.
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Congratulations to all who are celebrating a Birthday during this month.

We wish all of you very good health and enjoy your special day
John Hill 1st, Gerd Stern 1st, Mike Levine 10th, Dorothy Drewer 13th,
Masha Cohen 15th, Rodney Chiat 17th, Sydney Epstein 17th,
Bernice Beinart 20th, Barbara Gordon 27th, Victor Boyd 28th,
Berenice Levitt 28th

It has been suggested that all those who are celebrating their birthday this month and
would like to bring cake/s to the Thursday evening braai should contact each other to arrange which date they will bring cakes, so as to prevent too much one week and nothing
the next
In more news that's both concerning and unsurprising,
several climate reports released today have concluded
that 2018 was among the hottest years on record. In independent analyses, NASA, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) have all found that the past year
continued a long-term upward trend.
In all three reports, 2018 was found to be the fourth warmest year on record, with 2016 still topping the list thanks to
a strong El Nino effect, followed closely by 2017 and then
2015. Collectively the past five years are the hottest in the
modern record, which began in 1880, while the 20 hottest have all been within the last 22 years.
Those figures are calculated by analyzing data gathered by 6,300 weather stations around the world, along with
temperature readings from research stations in Antarctica and surface temperatures collected by ships and
buoys. The raw data is then analyzed in different ways by the different organizations.
NASA says the average global temperature has risen by about 1° C (2° F) since records began in 1880. In 2018,
that average was 0.83° C (1.5° F) warmer than the 1951 to 1980 mean. That 30-year period, according to NASA's
data, was when temperature averages generally held flat, fluctuating fairly consistently around a central point.
Since then, there's been a clear and sharp upward trend – in fact, NOAA says that every year since 1977 has
had an above-average temperature
OAA processes the data differently, taking an average of each year in the 20th century. According to those calculations, the average global temperature in 2018 was 0.79° C (1.42° F) warmer than the 20th century average
he WMO report, meanwhile, uses a different period again – a long-term average of the 30 years between 1981
and 2010. The global average temperature in 2018 was about 0.38° C (0.68° F) above that baseline, which is estimated to be 14.3° C (57.7° F)
While it may seem odd and potentially contradictory that different reports are returning different figures, it's
important to understand that in the big picture, they're all largely in agreement. As the graph above shows,
while there may be slight variations in any given year, the overall peaks and valleys line up closely, as does the
clear upwards trend in the last few decades
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Since the relaunch of the Barrydale Bowling Club in October 2016 the Club has been evolving and the new era
of the Barrydale Recreational Club has taken on a multi-faceted approach in
attracting membership within the Barrydale Community. As Barrydale per se is not a natural attraction to for
instance, people retiring or perhaps families relocating, an approach and concept whereby all aspects of
Sport, Recreation, Art, Culture and Tourism were adopted, the Barrydale Recreational Club has become the
umbrella body within Barrydale. By merging all aspects of Recreational Life within the village the potential
target market has been broadened, with the Recreational Club emerging as the head office of all said facilities. The Bowling Section, by nature benefits from cross pollination of all activities.
The historical dateline indicates that the Bowling Club itself, has made tremendous strides by initiating ideas
through the forum of Bowls which then dovetails with the other sections of the Club and vice versa.
The Bowling Business League became the platform for the Jukskei League, Tennis League and soon to be
launched Athletics/Running Division. To show diversity we had a SA Development Martial Arts Team Member recently joining the Club. The 2017/18 Business League winners are now all fully fledged Bowling Club
Members and Gert Mills is now the Club’s Vice-Chairman. A local farmer with tremendous foresight and initiative provides a wise and cost effective manner as regards all Greenkeeping aspects of the Club.
The 2018/19 League winners, Boeties Garden Maintenance Team are members of the previously disadvantaged Community who now all play a role within the Club, with Adrian, Boeties’ son,
currently being
groomed as the Club’s Greenkeeper.
The launch of the Barrydale Bowls Youth Initiative within a local Community School, BF Oosthuizen, has
proved to be a tremendous platform to launch the game of Bowls in Barrydale. Identifying Community leaders
such as Sports Co-ordinator, Renaldo Claassen to drive the initiative within the Community has been a huge
success. Likewise pupils Giovanni Hartnick and Petro Marthinus through the Overberg and Boland structures
are making tremendous strides, and Matthew Janniker at the Envar Buys Tournament performed admirably.
With Giovanni, as a member of a group of ten beginning the Senior School phase, the structures are in place
for Bowls at the youth level to grow into a major sport within the Barrydale Community.
The interaction through the various forms of Social Media is fascinating and leaders are being molded to
bring a lot of credibility through the auspices of the Club. Education classes through the Club are being put
into place so as to maximize the potential being unearthed and nurtured in the Village. The late Ronnie Cloete
played an inspirational role in the growth of this aspect of the Club.
Recognition by Overberg and wards conferred by Western Cape Sports have lent a lot of credibility to the reemergence of Bowls in Barrydale/
The 2019 Boland Pro 10 competition highlighted the cross synergies of the Club. The Bam/Barrydale Art Meander which showcases the opening of the Christmas Season, this year highlighted the plight of the Barrydale
Redfin Minnow, a local fish on the verge of extinction, which in future will be linked to all Pro 10 competitions,
thereby connecting the game of Bowls to an important conservation issue together and linking it with the
opening of the season.
My participation in the 2019 Novice finals as a Section winner in Worcester is significant in that it sets the
benchmark for future Bowlers going forward from within the Barrydale Community. The fact that Barrydale
has grown from a club which in May 2017 had 7 members, then grew to 18 members in May 2018 and currently sporting 34 members, is way past pleasing and an example to all other clubs

